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A NOTE ON HAUSDORFF MEASURES
OF QUASI-SELF-SIMILAR SETS

John Mclaughlin

ABSTRACT. Sullivan has demonstrated that quasi-self-similarity provides a

useful point of view for the study of expanding dynamical systems. In [4,

p. 57] he posed the question: Is the Hausdorff measure of a quasi-self-similar

set positive and finite in its Hausdorff dimension? This paper answers both

parts of this question. In §1 the positivity is established for compact sets,

and a lower bound is given for their Hausdorff measure. However, in §2 the

finiteness is disproved. In fact, a quasi-self-similar set is constructed for which

the Hausdorff measure is actually er-infinite.

0. Definitions. Let X be a metric space with metric d. A set S C X is

called fc-quasi-self-similar if every small piece of S can be uniformly expanded to a

standard size and then mapped fc-quasi-isometrically back into S. More precisely:

DEFINITION. A nonvoid set S C X is called k-quasi-self-similar if there is an

ro > 0 such that, given any ball B with radius r < ro, there exists a map Eb of

BnS into S such that

l^d(x,y) < d(EB(x),EB(y)) < k^d(x,y)
kr r

for all x, y G B H S. The number ro will be called a standard size of S.

Hausdorff dimension and (spherical) Hausdorff measure are defined as follows

(see [2] for a complete discussion).

DEFINITION. Let r(B) denote the radius of the ball B. Then the 6-Hausdorff
measure of S is

Hg(S) = lim
£—0

inf I ^r(Bi)8 :  \J Bt 3 S and r(Bt) < s
U=i ¿=i J

Notice that if S is compact one need only be concerned with finite coverings of S.

The Hausdorff dimension of S is

dim(S) = inf{«5: H6(S) < oo}.

1. Positivity.  The key result of this paper is

LEMMA. Let S ^ 0 be a compact subset of a metric space X and let 6 = dim(S').

Suppose there exist k > 1 and ro > 0 such that for any ball B with radius r < ro,

there is a map EB of B n S into S which obeys

\r-fd(x,y) <d(EB(x),EB(y))

for allx,yGBH S.  Then (r0/2k)6 < H6(S).
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An obvious consequence of this lemma is the promised theorem,

THEOREM   1.   If S is a compact k-quasi-self-similar set with standard size ro

and 6 = dim(S), then

(r0/2kf < H6(S).

PROOF OF LEMMA. Suppose Hs(S) < (r0/2k)s. Then there is a cover of S by

a finite number of balls Bi,..., B¡y¡ with radii r\,...,rjy such that

(1) r¿ < r0/4rc    for i= 1,...,N

and

f>f<(r0/2fc)a.
¿=i

Choose r] < S such that

(2) f>?<(r0/2fc)\
¿=i

It will be shown that H„(S) < oo which implies r¡ > dim (S) = 6, a contradiction.

For each Bi, there is a map Ei of P¿ D S into S such that

(3) (r0/kn)d(x,y) < d(Ex(x),El(y))

for all x,y G BlnS. Since El[Bl n S] C S, jEí[B¿ n 5] is covered by Pi,..., Pjv.

Therefore

N N     N

(4) ScU^nSdJU^r1^;]-
¿=i i=ij=i

By (3) if x, y € Er^Bj], then

d(x,y) < (krl/r0)d(Ez(x),El(y))

< (kri/r0)diaxn(Bj) = (fcr¿/r0)(2ry),

so each JB~1[PJ] is contained in a ball P¿j with radius r»¿ < (fcr¿/ro)(2rj).  This

and (4) imply that we have a new cover of S by the P,j's with

t,í=i    ¿=i j=i

= (2fc/r0r¿r7¿r;
t=i     j=i

< (2fc/r0)"(ro/2fc)''(ro/2A:)^    by (2)

- (r0/2fc)".

But
r¿¿ < {kri/r0)(2rj) < (2k/r0)(r0/4k)2    by (1)

= h(ro/±k).
Thus, the new cover has balls of half the size but the same bound on the sum of

the r/th powers of the radii.
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If this process is iterated a cover can be produced of balls with arbitrarily small

radii fi,...,fM; yet
M

£r7<(ro/2*)*.
¿=i

Hence Hri(S) < (ro/2k)v < oo and this provides the desired contradiction.

2. A finiteness counterexample. Let T be the interval [0,1] with ends iden-

tified to form a circle. For any increasing sequence of positive integers {mn} define

the set

S({m„}) = j¿an2-m":a„ = 0orl, n=l,2,... I;

U=o J
that is, S({mn}) is the set of numbers whose binary expansions have zeros in all

but possibly the m„th decimal places. In particular, define So = S({2"}); this is

the set of numbers with binary expansions of the form

.000^02000030000000040... ;        o¿ = 0 or 1.

Now define E: T -> T by E(x) = 2x (mod 1) and let Sn = En[S0] (where En

denotes the n-fold composition of E). For example, S2 is the set of numbers with

binary expansions of the form

.0a2000a30000000a40... ;        at = 0 or 1.

Finally let S = (J^Lo ^™- This set provides the anticipated counterexample.

Theorem 2. (A) S is compact.

(B) S is 2-quasi-self-similar with standard size ¿.

(C) dim(S) = 0.

(D) Ho is a-infinite on S.

PROOF. (A) Suppose {xn} is a sequence in S with linin^oo xn = xq. If

¿V

{xn} c|JS„        N < 00,
2=1

then
JV

xo G [j Si c S
i=\

because each Si is closed. On the other hand, suppose {xn} cannot be confined

to a finite collection of the S¿'s. This means that the number of zeros between

the first two nonzero entries in the binary expansion of xn must go to 00 with n;

that is, {xn} converges to a number which has at most one nonzero entry. Hence

Xo G {0, 2 , 2-2, 2-3,... }. In either case xq G S, so S is closed and hence compact.

(B) Let (a, b) be an interval in T having length r with 2"""1 < r < 2~n. Then,

with k = 2 and r0 = \,

ir°<2«<^.
k r r

Now suppose x,y G S f) (a,b). Then since d(En(x),En(y)) = 2nd(x,y) it follows

that

~d{x,y) < d(En(x),En(y)) < k^d(x,y).
k r r
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(C) It is an easy exercise to show that

dim5({mn}) < liminf(mn+i

in particular, since Sj = S({2n — j}),

dim Sj <liminf2-"=0.
n—»oo

Therefore dim S = 0 because it is a countable union of zero-dimensional sets.

(D) Ho is just the counting measure, and S is clearly uncountable. Hence Hq is

tr-infinite on S.

NOTES. (1) Counterexamples similar to the set S described above can be con-

structed in any dimension. For instance, a cheap one-dimensional counterexample

is just S x [0,1].

(2) In the lemma and Theorem 1 of §1 the hypothesis that S is compact cannot

be removed. For example, let T and E be as defined in §2, and let Zo be any subset

of T with dim(Zo) = 6 and H8(Z0) = 0. Define

OO

Z= \jEn[Z0\.

n=0

Then the same proof used for Theorem 2(B) shows that Z is 2-quasi-self-similar

with standard size i. But dim(Z) = 6 and by countable subadditivity of P¿,

Hs(Z) = 0.
(3) [1 and 3] discuss (strict) self-similarity. In particular, they prove that under

certain conditions the Hausdorff measure of a self-similar set is positive and finite

in its Hausdorff dimension.

Many thanks go to Dennis Sullivan and Henry McKean for their helpful sugges-

tions.
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